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ABSTRACT

Hybridization and strand displacement kinetics de-
termine the evolution of the base paired configura-
tions of mixtures of oligonucleotides over time. Al-
though much attention has been focused on the ther-
modynamics of DNA and RNA base pairing in the sci-
entific literature, much less work has been done on
the time dependence of interactions involving mul-
tiple strands, especially in RNA. Here we provide
a study of oligoribonucleotide interaction kinetics
and show that it is possible to calculate the asso-
ciation, dissociation and strand displacement rates
displayed by short oligonucleotides (5nt–12nt) that
exhibit no expected secondary structure as simple
functions of oligonucleotide length, CG content, �G
of hybridization and �G of toehold binding. We then
show that the resultant calculated kinetic parameters
are consistent with the experimentally observed time
dependent changes in concentrations of the different
species present in mixtures of multiple competing
RNA strands. We show that by changing the mixture
composition, it is possible to create and tune kinetic
traps that extend by orders of magnitude the typi-
cal sub-second hybridization timescale of two com-
plementary oligonucleotides. We suggest that the
slow equilibration of complex oligonucleotide mix-
tures may have facilitated the nonenzymatic replica-
tion of RNA during the origin of life.

INTRODUCTION

Characterizing the behavior of mixtures of nucleic acids
is important in a wide variety of fields, including gene si-
lencing (1–3), primer design for routine PCR experiments,
DNA nanotechnology (4,5), nucleic acid-based computing
(6), the development of novel materials (7–9), and the study
of RNA World scenarios relevant to understanding the ori-

gins of life (10–13). The pillar on which all these studies have
been built is the nearest-neighbor thermodynamic model
for the stability of base paired nucleic acid duplexes (14,15).
This model accurately predicts the change in free energy
(�G◦) when two oligonucleotides anneal, at least in cases
where the process can be approximated as a two-state tran-
sition and assuming that the oligonucleotides have negligi-
ble secondary structure and self-interactions.

Although the nearest-neighbor model provides a good
description of the equilibrium state of the system, a solu-
tion of many different oligonucleotides may require a long
time to equilibrate upon mixing, because the system can be-
come trapped in local energy minima. In such cases escap-
ing from metastable states may require thermal annealing
to reach the global minimum. Depending on the system,
such out-of-equilibrium states can either constitute a strong
disadvantage, causing the formation of unwanted duplexes
whose concentration varies with time, or it can be a valuable
source of complexes with single-stranded overhangs or gaps
that can behave as substrates for desired physical processes
(16,17), or for chemical reactions such as template copy-
ing or loop closing under the proper activating conditions
(12,18–20). While the change in free energy can ultimately
be calculated with a reasonable degree of accuracy from
oligonucleotide sequences and ionic conditions, a more rig-
orous and extensive study of hybridization kinetics together
with modelling is required to better understand the out-of-
equilibrium behavior of mixtures of RNA oligonucleotides.

When two complementary oligonucleotides are mixed in
solution, they rapidly hybridize to produce a double helix,
annealing via a two-step process involving nucleation by the
formation of several consecutive paired bases, followed by
a rapid zippering step. Because the nucleation step is gener-
ally assumed to be rate-limiting, duplex formation in a sim-
ple case with no secondary structures (21,22) can be mod-
eled as a bimolecular reaction with an effective rate kon (see
Table 1 and Supplementary Table S1 for list of names and
definitions), dominated by the time necessary for the two
strands to collide and then form a productive nucleation re-
gion that will zipper (23–26). The kinetics of oligonucleotide
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binding has traditionally been measured using techniques
such as following the FRET signal between fluorescently
labeled oligonucleotides (1,27,28), following changes in UV
or IR absorbance (29–33) or using specific sensors (34–37)
that rely on DNA binding to a functionalized surface.

With the aim of better understanding nucleic acid hy-
bridization, a series of modeling approaches have been ex-
plored in the past, from approximate analytical treatments
(31,38) to Markov-chain stochastic simulations (39) and
molecular dynamics coarse-grained simulations (23,40).
Recently, two noteworthy approaches have been established
for predicting the hybridization kinetics of nucleic acids: (i)
Zhang et al. published a tool based on a complex Weighted
Neighbor Voting algorithm built on a database of 36nt long
DNA oligonucleotides (41), while (ii) Rejali and colleagues
attempted to deconstruct the hybridization rate of a set of
short DNA strands with a NN parameterization. Unfortu-
nately, this latter approach showed a limited reliability and,
to overcome this issue, the authors proposed a simplified
predictive function based on the CG content alone of the
analyzed strands. One caveat of these two recent predictive
approaches is that they neglect the potential role of oligonu-
cleotide length in association kinetics. The role of length re-
mains controversial in the literature: early studies on long
DNA molecules have clearly shown a positive dependence
of kon on the length of the oligonucleotides (38,42). How-
ever, the behavior of short oligonucleotides is still a matter
of debate, with recent studies claiming to show hybridiza-
tion rates being either positively dependent, independent or
negatively dependent on length (23,25,27,29,31). To further
complicate the picture of binding kinetics, studies on DNA
and RNA by Cisse et al. have shown that a minimum of
seven consecutive complementary nucleotides are necessary
for fast annealing, with a significant drop in rate for shorter
stretches (1). This observation suggests that the minimum
nucleation site could be larger than previously expected and
could thus dramatically influence kon for the short DNA
and RNA oligonucleotides that are the primary focus of our
work.

Following their hybridization, two oligonucleotides are
not irreversibly bound; instead, they will dissociate with a
characteristic dissociation rate koff. While literature kon val-
ues for short DNA and RNA molecules do not typically
vary by more than an order of magnitude across differ-
ent oligonucleotide compositions and lengths, reported du-
plex lifetimes show a strong dependence on the length and
thermodynamic stability of the oligonucleotide duplexes,
resulting in koff values spanning many orders of magnitude
(27,31,43).

When more than two complementary sequences are
present in solution, individual association and dissociation
rates are not sufficient to provide a complete description
of the time-dependent evolution of the system. An impor-
tant phenomenon that must be accounted for is toehold-
mediated strand displacement. This occurs when one strand
of a duplex is displaced by an incoming invading strand,
a phenomenon that is widely exploited in DNA nanotech-
nology to develop complex circuits (44–46). More recently
toehold-mediated strand displacement has been applied in
the field of the origin of life to enable enzyme-free copy-
ing of duplex RNA (47). A seminal study by Zhang and

Winfree (48) has clarified the details of this process in DNA
and shown how the magnitude of the strand displacement
rate depends on the binding of the incoming oligonucleotide
to an unpaired region of the template, the so-called toe-
hold. Only recently have the kinetics of toehold-mediated
strand displacement for RNA been computationally (49)
and experimentally investigated, using an approach analo-
gous to that of the Winfree group by relying on a fluores-
cent reporter to monitor strand displacement over a region
longer than 20 bp (50). However, further studies are needed
to provide a deeper understanding of this process in shorter
oligonucleotides and establish a reliable and comprehensive
model for the prediction of rates of toehold-mediated strand
displacement in RNA oligonucleotides.

Together, kon, koff and toehold-mediated strand displace-
ment rates should enable the description of the evolution
of a mixture of oligonucleotides from their mixing to their
equilibrium state, giving valuable information on the state
of the system at intermediate times. In this work we present
a study of RNA annealing kinetics and provide a frame-
work for the prediction of the time-dependent evolution of
mixtures of short oligoribonucleotides with no secondary
structures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

General

Controlled pore glass (CPG) columns, phosphoramidites
and reagents for oligonucleotide synthesis and purification
were from Glen Research. Reagents for cleavage and de-
protection were from Sigma-Aldrich. Buffers were prepared
from 1 M Tris stock solutions (Invitrogen) and pH-adjusted
using HCl. Sodium chloride and magnesium chloride hex-
ahydrate were from Sigma-Aldrich. Unless otherwise stated
all measurements were performed in 200 mM Tris–HCl pH
8 and 100 mM MgCl2. Because the literature standard for
nucleic acids is 1 M NaCl, we performed a subset of exper-
iments in 5 mM Tris–HCl 1 M NaCl pH 7 to compare the
two conditions and no significant difference was noted, and
so we consider these two conditions as equivalent (see Sup-
plementary Figures S1 and S2).

Solid phase synthesis of oligoribonucleotides

RNA oligonucleotides were synthesized in-house on an Ex-
pedite 8909 by solid-phase synthesis using the DMT-on pro-
tocol. Synthesized oligonucleotides were cleaved from the
RNA-CPG columns with AMA (1.2 ml, 1:1 mixture of
40% methylamine solution and 28% NH4OH) for 30 min.
The solution containing the oligonucleotides was trans-
ferred from the column to a screw-cap vial and incubated at
65◦C for 20 min for deprotection. The resulting solution was
dried for 30 min at 40◦C in a speed-vac and then lyophilized
overnight. To remove the TBDMS protecting groups the re-
sultant powder was resuspended in DMSO (115 ul), TEA
(60 ul) and TEA.3HF (75 ul) and incubated at 65◦C for 2.5
h. Oligonucleotides were purified from the mixture and the
DMT group removed using GlenPak columns. List of all
sequences used is available in Supplementary Table S2.

Oligonucleotide concentrations were determined spec-
trophotometrically using a NanoDrop 2000 (Thermo Sci-
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Table 1. Table of names

Name Definition

kon Hybridization rate of two oligonucleotides
koff Detaching rate of two oligonucleotides
KD Dissociation constant
KA Association constant
kbi Bimolecular collision rate for the formation of a contact between two oligonucleotides
kuni Unimolecular rate for the formation of a new base pair in a zippering process
kdispl Bimolecular rate of toehold mediated strand displacement.
ks Unimolecular rate of branch migration after the toehold is bound.
kmig Unimolecular rate for the single step of branch migration during a strand displacement.

entific) using the extinction coefficients computed accord-
ing to Tataurov et al. (51).

We monitored the extent of hybridization of one oligonu-
cleotide by measuring the fluorescent emission of 2-
aminopurine (2Ap), a fluorescent adenine base analogue
whose quantum yield diminishes when in a double helix.
In the absence of published values for the extinction co-
efficients of 2Ap-containing RNA strands, we found that
the extinction coefficients provided for 2Ap-DNA by Xu
and Nordlund (52) and by the IDT oligo analyzer tool
closely approximate the values of 2Ap-RNA, validated
by us through quantitative quenching experiments against
complementary strands of known concentration (see Sup-
plementary Figure S3).

Measurement of binding affinity through melting experiments

Although there is a wide body of literature on computing
the free energy of binding and thus the affinity of comple-
mentary oligonucleotides, we began by verifying the predic-
tions of the nearest neighbor-model in our specific experi-
mental system, in order to exploit the model and the crucial
relationship between KD and binding and dissociation ki-
netics (KD = koff/kon).

We measured the binding energies of highly stable
oligonucleotide duplexes (�G < −10 kcal/mol) through
melting experiments monitored using either a Jasco FP-
8500 Spectrofluorometer equipped with ETC-815 Peltier
temperature-controlled cell holder (for fluorescently labeled
2-aminopurine containing oligonucleotides) or an Agi-
lent 3500 UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (for non-fluorescent
oligonucleotides). For each pair of oligonucleotides, we
measured melting curves using a temperature ramp of
3◦C/min. All curves acquired this way have been corrected
for baselines at low and high temperature and normal-
ized from zero to one to determine the fraction of un-
bound oligonucleotides at every temperature. One of the
advantages of measuring the thermal stability of a du-
plex by fluorescence over conventional UV absorbance, is
that we can use a complementary non-fluorescent oligonu-
cleotide at a very high concentration while maintaining a
high signal to background ratio. Studying the mixture of
a 2Ap-containing oligonucleotide (A) and a binding non-
fluorescent oligonucleotide (B), having concentrations re-
spectively [A] and [B], with [B] = [A] + �, we can track the
fluorescent signal resulting from the melting of the duplex
and the release of A during a temperature ramp. The nor-
malized amplitude of the fluorescent trace reflects the frac-

tion (f) of unbound fluorescent oligonucleotide [A] over its
total concentration [Atot].

We can write the dissociation constant KD for the binding
of A and B as follows:

KD = [A] [B]
[AB]

(1)

We can substitute concentrations, [B] = [A] + � and [AB]
= [Atot] - [A]:

KD = [A] ([A] + �)
[Atot] − [A]

(2)

And then substitute [A] as f · [Atot] and rearrange:

KD = ( f · [Atot])
2 + f · [Atot] �

[Atot] (1 − f )
(3)

Using this expression, we can readily calculate KD at ev-
ery temperature of our melting curves since [Atot] and � are
known by preparation. A Van’t Hoff plot for KD versus 1/T
can then be used to obtain �H and �S according to the fol-
lowing function:

ln (KD) = − �H
R · T

+ �S
R

(4)

For UV melting experiments, the two oligonucleotides
were introduced at equal concentration to maximize the sig-
nal to noise ratio. In this condition the mathematical de-
scription simplifies and the thermodynamic parameters are
extracted from a Van’t Hoff plot of ln(ctot/4) versus 1/Tm,
where ctot/4 is the dissociation constant at the Tm and Tm is
the melting temperature of the duplex (the temperature at
which the fraction of duplexes in solution is equal to 0.5) in
Kelvin.

Stopped-Flow measurements of association kinetics

For fluorescence measurements we find a lower bound for
useful signal detection of 2-aminopurine at ≈10 nM us-
ing a 1 cm path-length quartz cuvette. Because kon for nu-
cleic acids at high ionic strength is typically larger than 106

M–1 s–1, reactions at accessible concentrations reach equi-
librium in a matter of seconds and are thus too fast to
be properly studied by hand mixing. The time dependence
of binding was therefore measured using a Jasco FP-8500
Spectrofluorometer equipped with the SFS-852T Stopped-
Flow accessory, using samples with concentrations in the
micromolar range. To convert fluorescent signals to con-
centrations, all collected data were normalized using a con-
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trol experiment where the fluorescent oligonucleotide was
mixed only with buffer. Data processed in this way were
fit in MATLAB as a simple bimolecular reaction modeled
through a set of numerically integrated differential equa-
tions. For weakly binding oligonucleotides, koff and kon
were globally fit over a series of measurements at different
concentrations (see Supplementary Data 4 for detailed de-
scription of fitting procedure and Supplementary Table S3
for list of experiments performed).

Measurement of strand displacement

If the binding of an oligonucleotide to a toehold region
equilibrates on a time scale much faster than the subse-
quent strand displacement reaction, which is likely for the
short toehold lengths explored in this work, we can approx-
imate the strand displacement process as a simple second
order reaction with an effective second order rate constant
kdispl = ks·KA, where ks is the rate for the unimolecular pro-
cess of branch migration and KA is the association constant
of the toehold with the incoming invading oligonucleotide
(KA = KD

–1).
To measure strand displacement, we exploited the prop-

erties of 2-aminopurine to track either (i) the release of a
bound oligonucleotide bearing the fluorescent moiety as an
increase in fluorescence emission over time, (ii) the quench-
ing of a 2-aminopurine nucleotide located in the toehold re-
gion of the templating oligonucleotide or (iii) the quenching
of 2-aminopurine located in the incoming strand-displacing
oligonucleotide. Data collected in this way for mixtures at
various concentrations of displacing oligonucleotides were
fit as second order irreversible reactions with rate kdispl, and
a subset of experiments has been repeated by moving 2Ap
from the toehold to the duplex region to rule out any poten-
tial interference from the fluorescent nucleotide (see Supple-
mentary Table S4). We find that measurements are compa-
rable regardless of 2Ap position, consistent with a negligi-
ble effect of 2Ap on the overall RNA thermodynamics and
kinetics.

Measurement of the time-dependent evolution of oligonu-
cleotide mixtures

To measure the equilibration process in a mixture of
oligonucleotides, we prepared solutions of oligonucleotides
competing for shared binding sites. For a typical experi-
ment four sequences AS, AL, BS, BL of short (S) or long
(L) length are mixed. The A and B sequences are comple-
mentary, so that every A sequence can interact with every B
sequence while self-interactions are negligible at our experi-
mental concentrations. To track the evolution of the system,
we strategically placed 2-aminopurine in BL so that it could
be quenched only by AL. For every experiment two solu-
tions, one containing AS and AL and one containing BS and
BL were mixed and 2-aminopurine fluorescence was moni-
tored over time. When the four oligonucleotides are initially
mixed (i.e. at t0) we observe the fluorescent signal coming
from BL (see Figure 1), but within a few seconds only dou-
ble helices ALBL, ASBS, ALBS and ASBL are present and
the residual signal from 2Ap comes only from ASBL du-
plexes leading to partial quenching of the 2Ap signal. Over

time the system converges to its energy minimum where only
ALBL and ASBS duplexes are present and all fluorescence is
quenched. The rate of fluorescence decay can therefore be
treated as a result of the complex interplay of kon, koff and
kdispl, as the system converges to its energy minimum.

RESULTS

Experimental design

Although fluorescence-based detection of annealing is ad-
vantageous because of high sensitivity and easy accessibil-
ity, the conjugation of dyes to oligonucleotides can change
their properties (53–55). To avoid altering the properties of
the oligonucleotides while also retaining the advantages of
fluorescence, we use 2-aminopurine (2Ap) as an internal re-
porter of the state of the system. 2Ap is a fluorescent ade-
nine analogue with an excitation maximum at ≈305 nm and
an emission maximum at ≈370 nm. The quantum yield of
2Ap is diminished in a stacked conformation and therefore
its fluorescence emission varies according to the extent of
oligonucleotide hybridization (56). The substitution of ade-
nine by 2-aminopurine in DNA is reported to have only
a small duplex-destabilizing effect, measured as 0.5 ± 0.9
kcal/mol at 30◦C in 1 M NaCl (57).

Because this work is based on the use of oligonucleotides
containing a single 2-aminopurine residue, we proceeded to
test the effect of this substitution in the context of RNA se-
quences at high salt concentration. By measuring melting
temperatures of oligonucleotides incorporating 2Ap, we es-
timated a destabilization effect of ≈0.2 kcal/mol at 37◦C
(see Supplementary Figure S1). This effect is therefore neg-
ligible at room temperature and is within typical measure-
ment error. In light of this result, we assume that oligonu-
cleotides containing a single 2Ap are a good proxy for the
properties of unmodified RNA (58).

Association kinetics of short oligoribonucleotides

Upon mixing of multiple oligonucleotides in solution they
will quickly anneal to form a mixture of all possible double
helices resulting from base pairing. The initial abundance
of these duplexes in a competition scenario will reflect the
relative hybridization rates (kon) for any pair of strands. It
follows that characterization of the behavior of any mixture
of short RNA oligonucleotides requires the measurement
and modeling of kon, which we address in this first section,
where we aim to provide the tools to readily calculate hy-
bridization kinetics for any given pair of sequences of in-
terest and thereby determine the initial configuration of an
arbitrary collection of RNA strands.

The sequences used in this work were designed to min-
imize secondary structures, and map onto six template se-
quences with CG contents ranging from 0.0 to 0.8 (see Sup-
plementary Table S1 for a list of all sequences). Due to
the high binding energy of CG base pairs, we could not
further increase the CG content of our oligonucleotides
without creating significant secondary structures. In addi-
tion, guanine-rich repetitive structures are known to self-
assemble to form G-quadruplexes (59,60). To avoid the for-
mation of structures that would compete with hybridiza-
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Figure 1. Experimental design for measurement of equilibration time in mixtures of oligonucleotides. At the beginning of the experiment the fluorescent
signal of 2Ap (depicted as a triangle) coming from oligonucleotide BL is maximal, and is progressively quenched as more ALBL duplex is formed. A curve
depicting a hypothetical experiment is shown here in black.

tion we excluded sequences with high CG content from our
work.

For each template, we measured the kinetics of binding
of a series of complementary oligonucleotides of different
lengths at concentrations typically ranging from ≈0.5 �M
to ≈5 �M as shown in Figure 2A. The association rates de-
termined through least squares fitting to a second order re-
action scheme yielded the values shown in Figure 2B, where
a positive dependence of the hybridization rates on oligonu-
cleotide length can be observed.

To model RNA binding kinetics, we used two differ-
ent approaches: an analytic treatment based on a simpli-
fied model and a more exact numerical treatment of the
complete process of oligonucleotide hybridization; both ap-
proaches were developed based on previously published
work in which annealing is considered to begin with the for-
mation of a single base pair, followed by the subsequent for-
mation (or loss) of additional base pairs (26,38,39,61).

In our simplified model, we treat the binding of two
oligonucleotides as a multiple-step process: the oligonu-
cleotides first diffuse and collide in the proper orientation
to form an initial base pair with a bimolecular collision rate
kbi . After the initial contact is formed, new base pairs can
be progressively added or removed, with the formation of
new base pairs proceeding at a fixed unimolecular rate kuni.
Reverse steps for removal of a base pair proceed with a rate
kuni · e�G j+1→ j /RT, with �G being the free energy difference
between the state with j + 1 bound base pairs and the ad-
jacent state with j bound base pairs. Analogously, the rate
of detachment of two strands when connected by a single
base pair is given by kbi · e�G1→0/RT, which is equivalent to
kbi · KD, with KD being the dissociation constant for the two
strands linked only by the single base pair. This whole pro-
cess can be expressed using the following reaction scheme:

A+ B
kbi
→←

kbi · KD

AB1

kuni
→←

kuni · e�G2→1/RT
AB2

kuni
→←

kuni · e�G3→2/RT
. . .

kuni
→←

kuni · e�GL→L−1/RT
ABL (5)

where ABj represents a bound state between the A and B
strands linked by j base pairs.

From this reaction scheme, under the assumption of a
nucleation-limited process, we can define kon as the follow-
ing summation for every ith initial contact over the total
number of initial contacts (N), with N equal to the length
of the shortest of the two strands that attempt annealing
(see Supplementary Data 7 and Supplementary Equations
S1–S4 for complete derivation):

kon ≈
N∑

i=1

kbi · 2 · kuni

2 · kuni + kbi · Ki
D

(6)

Fitting our experimentally derived kon data with this an-
alytical model allowed us to reproduce measured kon values
with good accuracy (Pearson coefficient = 0.94) and no out-
liers, with the best fitting kbi equal to 1.6 × 107 M–1 s–1 and
kuni equal to 2.1 × 105 s–1. It is important to note that, while
our function is sensitive to the value of kuni, it is not equally
constrained by kbi, generating good predictions even when
kbi is much larger than our best fitting value. It follows that
even if these parameters can be used to calculate hybridiza-
tion rates, their physical interpretation should be treated
with caution.

Since the computation of the binding energy and KD
for every possible initial contact is complicated by contri-
butions from neighboring but non-paired nucleotides, we
present here a simple function to approximate it starting
from the CG content of the complementary stretch, that can
be readily used without additional tools. To do so, we as-
sume that a single average value describes the probability of
successful annealing when any among the possible initial N
contacts are formed, where N is the length of the shortest of
the two complementary strands having CG content equal to
fCG. In this case, we can calculate a length-normalized kon
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Figure 2. Association kinetics of short RNA oligonucleotides. (A) Example of hybridization of the 8 nt long oligonucleotide K8 to the KC* template
sequence (at 0.5 �M) as a function of its concentration. (B) Experimentally derived kon for short oligonucleotides show a linear dependence on their
length. Different symbols are used for experiments performed using different templates as specified in Supplementary Table S2. Continuous lines represent
predicted kon values computed from Equation ((7)) with KD calculated from Equation ((8)). Line colors match colormap on right. (C) length-normalized
hybridization rates (M–1 s–1) and approximating function computed form Equations ((7)) and (8). Deviations from the black line are likely due to sequence
complexity not captured by an average KD. (D) Correlation plot for calculated kon using best fit kbi and kuni versus experimentally derived kon. kon

fit is
computed using Equation ((6)) with kbi = 1.6 × 107 M–1 s–1 and kuni = 2.1 × 105 s–1. Error bars are shared among data in panels B, C and D and only
shown in the latter for clarity.

as follows:

kon( fCG )

N
≈ kbi · 2 · kuni

2 · kuni + kbi · KD( fCG )
(7)

Since there is no straightforward function to compute a
priori the free energy of a base pair, we provide here an em-
pirical function that relates the CG content of the RNA
strand to the apparent �G of its initial contacts, extracted
by expressing Equation ((7)) as a function of KD and fitting
our dataset. The following resulting equation can be used
to compute KD in Equation (7):

�G ( fCG) = −2.27 kcal
mol · fCG

0.24 + fCG
(8)

kon parameters computed using Equations ((7)) and ((8))
are plotted as straight lines in Figure 2B, producing pre-
dictions that correlate well with experimentally derived kon
data (Pearson coefficient = 0.91).

With a simplified analytical model in hand, we tested
our experimentally derived data against a more complete
stochastic model that accounts for bulges and internal loops
during the hybridization. Bulges and internal loops are ex-
pected to some degree according to coarse-grained simu-
lations of repetitive sequences (32,40,62). We first tested
the publicly available version of Multistrand (39), a soft-
ware that models the annealing process as a trajectory over

the complete Markov-chain of bound states among two
strands, based upon a previously developed algorithm for
RNA folding by Flamm et al. (63). Every transition be-
tween two states differs by a single nucleotide––either re-
moved or added––and every state is characterized by a de-
fined pattern of bound nucleotides, whose free energy is
calculated using NUPACK, a powerful software package
that computes the thermodynamics of systems containing
multiple oligonucleotides (64). One advantage of such an
approach is that it explicitly accounts for every step of
the annealing process and should give a reasonable success
rate in producing the aligned minimum free-energy struc-
ture when starting from an off-register initiation event. We
found that even though the overall trend of our data is
reproduced (Pearson coefficient = 0.66), there are many
poorly predicted data points. In particular, the fCG = 0
sequence has a highly (20-fold) overestimated kon. Given
the low complexity of this sequence and the high number
of off-register sites available to initiate its hybridization,
the outcome of Multistrand suggests that the success rate
for off-register trajectories may be overestimated with the
current parametrization. We decided to re-parametrize the
model, implementing our own version of the algorithm in
Python.

One important difference between the reaction scheme
employed in stochastic simulations on nucleic acids by
Schaeffer and Flamm and the simplified analytical model
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previously established in Equation ((5)) is the implemen-
tation of the Metropolis rate method for zippering. While
in the simplified model every base pair addition will oc-
cur at a fixed forward rate, in the stochastic simulation the
rate for any transition between two states that does not re-
sult in the detachment of the two strands is equal to kuni
for �G < 0 (favorable transitions) or kuni * e(−�G/RT) for
�G > 0 (unfavorable transitions). To obtain hybridization
rates through stochastic simulations, we implemented the
‘first-step’ approach established by Schaeffer (39): the two
oligonucleotides were initialized in a complex connected
by a single base pair picked randomly among the N pos-
sible initial in-register and off-register paired nucleotides,
with N differing from the analytical treatment because it
can be larger than the length of the shortest of the two hy-
bridizing strands. The system then evolves using the Gille-
spie algorithm (65), picking a new state among all possi-
ble states, excluding secondary structures, that differ by a
single base pair with a probability scaling on their rates.
This process was iterated to produce a trajectory with the
code stopping if the complex successfully reaches its mini-
mum free-energy structure, or failing when the two strands
detach.

By doing a grid search, we found the best fitting kbi equal
to 3.5 × 106 M–1 s–1 and kuni equal to 4.25 × 105 s–1 (Pearson
coefficient = 0.91), producing the simulated kon values plot-
ted against our experimental data in Figure 3A (see Supple-
mentary Data 7 and Supplementary Equations S5–S6 for
determination of hybridization rates).

Among the advantages of solving the complete Markov-
chain for oligonucleotide annealing is that we could look in
more detail at the role of in-register and off-register binding
events (32,62) and their trajectories. Here we discuss anneal-
ing pathways considered as the set of unique binding con-
figurations encountered during a trajectory, each one with a
certain free-energy difference calculated from the reference
unbound state and a minimal formation time, defined as the
time elapsed from the initial contact until the given state is
first reached. Looking at an in-register pathway (Figure 3B)
we can see that it is a smooth function, with the annealing
process resolving within a few microseconds. In contrast,
with off-register contacts, we generally predicted a low suc-
cess rate in hybridizing if the sequences have a low CG con-
tent (<0.5) or they are relatively short (<8nt). For longer
sequences with high CG content (≥0.5), we have found a
non-negligible probability of producing the minimum free-
energy structure starting from an off-register site, as long
as the offset is not too extreme. These trajectories can ac-
count for up to ∼60% of the total hybridization rate, with
zippering passing through a more complex pathway with
kinetic traps visible as in the case depicted in Figure 3C,
where a pathway leading to the correct annealing of two
strands starting from an off-register nucleation is plotted as
an energy-time function.

In summary, our analysis of the annealing process of two
short RNA oligonucleotides has allowed us to construct a
simple model that returns accurate values of kon using just
two parameters (length and CG fraction), constituting the
first step in producing a practical predictive model for the
evolution over time of more complex systems of short RNA
oligonucleotides.

Figure 3. Stochastic simulations for the association kinetics of short
RNA oligonucleotides. (A) Correlation plot for calculated kon versus
experimentally determined kon. Calculated values were produced using
kbi = 3.5 × 106 M–1 s–1 and kuni = 4.25 × 105 s–1, sampling each initial
binding site ten times and averaging over three replicates. Error bars on
the x-axis represent standard deviations between the three replicates. Sym-
bols used here refer to the same templates as the symbols used in Figure 2.
(B, C) Annealing pathways for in-register (B) and off-register (C) contacts.
In the first case we see a smooth pathway to the energy minimum, for the
latter case the pathway shows kinetic traps solved through the correct re-
alignment of the two strands. As soon as the two strands become correctly
aligned, they zipper in a few microseconds. Selected pairing configurations
along the two pathways are sketched using NUPACK web-based utilities
to give a clearer representation of the different stages leading to a success-
ful annealing.

Dissociation kinetics of short oligoribonucleotides

After the initial configuration of double helices in a mixture
of short RNA oligonucleotides is established according to
the hybridization rates for all pairs of strands, the duplexes
will eventually separate after a certain amount of time gov-
erned by their koff. This rate is crucial in determining the
equilibration time-scale for any complex mixture and it is
explored in this section.

Having measured kon for our set of oligonucleotides and
shown that these measured rates are in good agreement with
a simple predictive model, we proceeded to determine the
corresponding koff rates from their dissociation constants
as calculated from the NN model for oligonucleotides. This
approach is reliable as long as duplex formation can be
approximated as a two-states process, as already validated
in the field of DNA hybridization (27,31). Before proceed-
ing, we checked the accuracy of NN predictions of KD for
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Figure 4. Kinetics of dissociation and association of short RNA oligonucleotides. kon was measured as previously described in this work, while koff was
calculated as kon·KD. (A) koff for the oligonucleotides studied in this work as a function of length shows a poor correlation and emphasizes the dramatic
scaling and role of CG content. Straight lines are predictions calculated from Equations ((9)) and ((10)). (B) kon as a function of �G shows a linear
dependence. (C) koff as a function of �G shows a strong exponential correlation.

RNA duplexes at room temperature, since systematic dis-
crepancies on the order of ∼1 kcal/mol are often found in
studies on DNA (27,29,31). We obtained NN-predictions
of the ensemble free energy (which includes the effects of
frayed termini and other suboptimal configurations) by
performing simulated melting experiments with NUPACK.
We compared these values with our experimental data ob-
tained by measuring the free energy of binding in a sub-
set of our sequences through (i) direct KD measurement
through static binding experiments at room temperature via
fluorescence spectroscopy, (ii) UV melting experiments, (iii)
fluorescence melting experiments and (iv) kinetic binding
measurements, finding that our measured ensemble free en-
ergy agrees very well with the predictions of the NN model
(Pearson coefficient = 0.98, see Supplementary Figures S4
and S5).

Since NN-derived �Gs are therefore reliable for the se-
quences used in this work, we calculated the koff for all of
our studied oligonucleotides as kon·KD, where KD was com-
puted as e�G/(R·T) and �G is the free energy difference be-
tween the unbound and bound state. Data obtained in this
way are presented as a function of oligonucleotide length
(Figure 4A) and of the free energy of binding as a compar-
ison with kon (Figure 4B and C).

As expected, we observe a strong exponential correlation
of koff with �G, in agreement with the literature and the lin-
ear relationship between the activation energy for dissocia-
tion and �G (29,33). An equally clear linear correlation of
kon with �G can be observed, which is a direct consequence
of the relationship stated in Equation ((6)). It follows that
the main contributor to the overall duplex stability of the
RNA oligonucleotide is koff, whose values vary by roughly
10 orders of magnitude for the oligonucleotides studied in
this work.

To better understand the relationship of koff to length and
CG content, we can express the activation energy barrier for

dissociation using the Eyring equation (29,33,61):

koff = κ
kBT

h
e

−�G‡
RT (9)

where κ is the transmission coefficient (assumed to be one),
kB is Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 × 10–23 J/K), T is the
temperature in Kelvin, h is Planck’s constant (6.63 × 10–34

J/Hz), R is the gas constant (1.99 × 10–3 kcal/mol/K) and
�G‡ is the activation free energy for the duplex dissociation.

We can define the activation energy for the dissociation
of a duplex of length L as being the sum of the energy bar-
riers to detach each base pair of the duplex, with a rela-
tive amplitude dependent on the identity of such pair, either
A–U or C–G, each increasing the energy barrier by �G‡

AU

and �G‡
CG respectively. An analogous approach has been

recently employed by Rejali et al. using a NN model with
12 parameters fitted on a database of 43 sequences (29). In
this work, we opt for a simpler parametrization, fitting our
dataset using the Eyring equation with the activation energy
in the following form:

�G‡ = L ·
[

fCG · �G‡
CG + (1 − fCG) · �G‡

AU

]

+�G‡
ini tiation (10)

This function offers an intuitive understanding of koff and
takes into account the linear dependence of koff with length
(on a log-linear scale) and the dependence of the slope on
CG content, using only three free parameters. The best fit
values for this model are 3.06 kcal/mol/bp for �G‡

CG , 1.32
kcal/mol/bp for �G‡

AU and 3.18 kcal/mol for �G‡
ini tiation .

These parameters can be compared with the averaged val-
ues of Rejali et al. for DNA (29), equal to 2.24 kcal/mol
for �G‡

CG , 1.19 kcal/mol for �G‡
AT and 5.12 kcal/mol for

�G‡
ini tiation . Using this model, it is possible to extract ap-
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Figure 5. Reaction scheme for toehold-mediated strand displacement. (A)
Complete reaction scheme. (B) Reaction scheme under the condition of
negligible dissociation of duplexes. (C) Simplified reaction scheme valid
when a rapid pre-equilibrium is established between the displacing oligonu-
cleotide and the template.

proximate koff values at any combination of length and CG
content.

It is important to note that that the higher energy barrier
for dissociation causes koff in RNA to be much lower than
that for DNA (33,43), with the parameter quickly reaching
timescales much longer than common processes of inter-
est in prebiotic and biological contexts. A consequence of
this phenomenon is that equilibration processes for a solu-
tion of many oligonucleotides might take several years un-
less mechanisms to speed up this process intervene, such as
strand displacement.

Toehold mediated strand displacement

Whenever a double helix and a single stranded oligonu-
cleotide are present in solution, the equilibration will not
be necessarily limited by the koff of the duplex and could be
greatly sped up due to strand displacement, a process that
will inevitably happen in a competing scenario.

Strand displacement is a multi-step process where an
oligonucleotide (A) bound to a template (B) is replaced by
a third oligonucleotide (C). During the strand displacement
process, the incoming displacing oligonucleotide binds to
an available complementary stretch on the template, the
so-called toehold, and undergoes branch migration, which
leads to the release of the previously bound strand. We de-
signed our sequences so that the displaced oligonucleotide
is unlikely to rebind to the template since the latter is miss-
ing a useful toehold once bound to C. A complete reac-
tion scheme for a system undergoing strand displacement
should take into account association and dissociation of ev-
ery species as depicted in Figure 5A.

If the strand displacement occurs on a timescale much
shorter than the lifetime (� ) of the AB duplex, we can ne-
glect the dissociation of both AB and BC (� BC > � AB by
design) so the reaction scheme can be reduced to a two-step

reaction as shown in Figure 5B. Moreover, if the toehold
binding equilibrates on a much faster time scale than the
strand displacement reaction, which is reasonable for the
short toehold lengths explored in this work, we can approx-
imate the strand displacement process as a much simpler
second order reaction, as shown in Figure 5C.

This simple model treats strand displacement as a bi-
molecular reaction with second order rate kdispl equal to
ks·KA, where KA is the association constant of the toehold
(KA = [ABC][AB]–1[C]–1) and ks the unimolecular rate of
branch migration in the strand displacement process. In our
experiments we monitored the evolution of the system by
following the 2Ap fluorescence signal. Because [ABC] <<
[C] using short toeholds, even if 2Ap is placed in the toe-
hold domain, the quenching measured in our experiment
derives solely from formation of the BC duplex product.
For the very same reason, because [ABC] is too low to
be determined experimentally, we cannot directly measure
KA. To overcome this limitation we take advantage of NU-
PACK following the approach of Zhang & Winfree (48).
Using NUPACK we can compute the free energy of user-
defined structures and determine the difference in energy
from states ‘AB + C’ to state ‘ABC’. These values can be
used to calculate the toehold binding energy (�Gtoehold) as
�GAB+C – �GABC and the association constant for the toe-
hold binding (KA) equal to e(�Gtoehold/RT).

For the case of strand displacement without an avail-
able toehold, we assume that strand displacement proceeds
through the binding of C to the terminal nucleotides of the
AB duplex, which are partially available due to the fraying
of the duplex ends (66). In this case the strand displace-
ment rate will be the sum of the rates for the displacements
initiated at the two termini, kdispl

5’ = ks·KA
5’ and kdispl

3’ =
ks·KA

3’, so that the overall phenomenon proceeds with an
apparent rate kdispl = ks·(KA

5’ + KA
3’), with an apparent

binding energy of the invading strand to the toehold equal
to:

�Gzero
toehold = ln

(
K5′

A + K3′
A

)
· RT

= ln
(

e�G5′
toehold/RT + e�G3′

toehold/RT
)

· RT (11)

According to the model used here, a plot of kdispl
versus �Gtoehold should follow the exponential function
ks·e(–�Gtoehold/RT) that we used to fit our dataset obtained
from a series of experiments performed using toeholds of
lengths ranging from 0 nt to 5 nt and positioned either on
5′ or 3′ terminus of the template.

As the toehold binding strength increases, we find that the
rate of strand displacement approaches a plateau as already
observed in literature on DNA (48), while for toehold bind-
ing energies lower than 8 kcal/mol, our data yields a best
fit of ks = 8.9 s–1 (Figure 6B) with no significant difference
between toeholds positioned on the 5′ or 3′ terminus of the
template. The observed behavior is due to strand displace-
ment entering a regime where a significant fraction of the
toeholds is bound and the reaction becomes limited by ks,
so that the time traces that we measure are only apparent bi-
molecular reactions. That is, they will eventually equal the
unimolecular rate ks at high enough concentrations of the
displacing oligonucleotide. We can estimate a priori what
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Figure 6. Strand displacement in short RNA oligonucleotides. (A) Reaction scheme for strand displacement. Under our conditions the two-step reaction
can be simplified as a single bimolecular reaction with rate kdispl. (B) kdispl for short oligonucleotides has an exponential dependence on toehold binding
affinity. Toehold binding affinity for the case with no toehold is derived as described in main text. The best fit for ks = 8.9 s–1 is shown (black line). The
saturation value has been set to 4.6 × 106 M–1 s–1, computed as described in the main text. Error bars are smaller than symbols size and are thus not
shown. Inset depicts strand displacement time traces for different [C] for a 3nt long toehold (�Gtoehold = 2.86 kcal/mol). Dots are experimental data and
continuous lines are the result of a global fit for kdispl = 1.81 × 103 M–1 s–1.

the apparent bimolecular rate limit will be for strong toe-
holds at our working concentration by using a simple irre-
versible consecutive reaction model and calculating a pre-
dicted time trace reflecting the change in [A] concentration,
with the first step being the toehold binding followed by the
branch migration:

[A] = [AB] ·
{

1 + 1
kon [C]0 − ks

· (ks · e−kon [C]0 ·t − kon [C]0 · e−ks ·t)} , (12)

where A is the displaced oligo, B the template, and C the
displacing oligo, as previously defined.

Using 1 × 107 M–1s–1 as a typical kon value, ks set to 8.9 s–1

and [C]0 to 1 �M, we obtain strand displacement time traces
that resolve over a characteristic timescale of ≈0.2 s. This
corresponds to an apparent bimolecular rate of ≈4.6 × 106

M–1s–1 and reflects a saturating value under our work-
ing conditions. This value is comparable to the plateau
of ≈3 × 106 M–1 s–1 that we find experimentally (see Fig-
ure 6B).

Approach to equilibrium of mixtures of oligonucleotides

Having measured the kinetic parameters governing the
time-evolution of sets of oligonucleotides, we asked whether
our approach to modeling the kinetics of annealing of short
oligonucleotides could be used to predict the behavior of
more complex mixtures. For each experiment we mixed four
oligonucleotides: two short oligonucleotides (AS, BS) and
two long oligonucleotides (AL, BL) designed so that all A-
type and B-type molecules could bind to each other (see
Figure 1 for sketch of the experimental design). We fol-
lowed the competition between different binding interac-
tions by monitoring the disappearance of the ASBL (and
appearance of ALBL) duplex by placing 2Ap in a region of
BL where it is selectively quenched by AL; the duplex of BL

with AS leaves 2Ap in an overhang and therefore unpaired
and unquenched. Once again, we exploited the properties of
2Ap to track the evolution over time of competing oligonu-
cleotides. After mixing the single stranded oligonucleotides
at a concentration on the order of 1 �M, the fluorescence
signal rapidly drops due to the immediate formation of all
possible duplexes: ASBS, ALBL, ALBS and ASBL coexist-
ing in solution at different concentrations. This first process
is too fast to be captured by hand mixing and thus is not
shown in our time traces. After this initial rapid hybridiza-
tion, the system is still out of equilibrium and evolves over
time until it converges to its energy minimum, which cor-
responds to a state where all the duplexes in solution are
ASBS and ALBL, while less stable duplexes ALBS and ASBL
are absent. As the experiment progressed, we observed more
and more quenching of the fluorescence emission of BL due
to its annealing to AL. At all times after the initial rapid an-
nealing, it must be true that [ASBS] ≈ [ALBL] and [ASBL]
≈ [ALBS]. We could therefore determine the time course of
each component of the system in the same experiment. In a
typical measurement, we see the fluorescence dropping on a
time scale that varies drastically depending on the oligonu-
cleotide sequences and concentrations, with the presence
of longer toeholds for strand displacement speeding up the
equilibration in a way that can be tuned on time scales vary-
ing by orders of magnitude.

After the duplexes are quickly formed in solution with
a relative abundance depending on their hybridization rate,
different pathways are expected to drive the quenching of
the fluorescent signal and equilibration of the system: (i) di-
rect hybridization of AL and BL oligonucleotides as they be-
come briefly available after detaching from their BS and AS
counterparts (Figure 7A), a process in direct competition
with (ii) strand displacement from available AL in solution
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Figure 7. Equilibration pathways expected to determine the evolution of ASBL in complex mixtures of competing oligonucleotides.

due to an imbalance of the initial concentration of the dif-
ferent species or because they have become available after
briefly detaching from their complementary BS strand (Fig-
ure 7B) and (iii) four-way strand exchange, driving the direct
substitution of two strands mediated by the interaction of
the overhangs of two ASBL and ALBS duplexes, without the
need for prior dissociation (Figure 7C).

According to the study by Dabby (67) on DNA four-way
branch migration, we expected pathway (iii) to be extremely
slow. To test whether this pathway was relevant in our case
studies, we prepared mixtures of pre-annealed ASBL and
ALBS at different total concentrations ([ASBL] = [ALBS])
and using sequences that would expose 4nt long comple-
mentary overhangs, the longest studied here. If a direct re-
action exists between two duplexes with overhangs feeding
pathway (iii), it will proceed through a two-step process sim-
ilar to what has been previously established for strand dis-
placement and described in the literature, namely, the for-
mation of a 4-strand complex followed by strand exchange.
The total rate of conversion from the initial to the final du-
plexes will depend on the fraction of oligos involved in the 4-
strands complex, and this will have a concentration depen-
dence that should be reflected in the reaction. However, our
measurements clearly show a concentration-independence
of the equilibration rates, allowing us to rule out the four-
way branch exchange pathway (see Supplementary Figure
S6). Our data set an upper limit for the rate of the four-way
strand exchange process, which must be slower than ≈102

M–1 s–1 for duplexes with 4nt long overhangs.
Having ruled out the third equilibration pathway, we fo-

cused on the first two, that should be well described by
the parameters characterized in this work. To model our
time course experiments, we first calculated kon, kdispl and
koff as described in the previous sections, and then numeri-
cally solved a set of differential equations describing the sys-
tem using the calculated parameters, varying them within
their experimental error range (see Supplementary Data 9
for the complete system of differential equations). In Fig-
ure 8, we show experimental results compared with our pre-
dictions depicted as shaded areas. The time courses numer-
ically computed using parameters calculated as described
in this work do approximate the evolution of the different

species, capturing equilibration times ranging from a few
minutes up to several hours. For each case study, we de-
termined the relative contribution of pathways (i) and (ii)
toward equilibration after the first quick hybridization has
been established, computed as the relative amount of ALBL
produced through the two pathways and expressed as per-
centages in the right panel of Figure 8. We can describe
two general cases for the equilibration of these mixtures: (i)
for unbalanced mixtures having concentration of AL larger
than AS, BS and BL (Figure 8B, C) we can in principle push
the equilibration rate up to the branch migration rate (ks) by
increasing the toehold length and AL concentration; for bal-
anced mixtures (Figure 8A, D) the equilibration timescale
shows a lower limit corresponding to the lifetime of AS- and
BS-containing duplexes. The equilibration in such cases ef-
fectively coincides with the lifetime of the ASBL duplex (≈1
h) under the conditions of a fast strand displacement (Fig-
ure 8A). This happens because for AL and BL strands to
hybridize and drive the equilibration, they must first detach
from their complementary BS and AS strand respectively,
so that even with strand displacement occurring at its max-
imum rate equal to ks, the equilibration will be limited by
the dissociation of the short strands.

DISCUSSION

We have examined the kinetics of strand association and
dissociation for RNA oligonucleotides with no significant
secondary structures having CG content ranging from 0.0
to 0.8 and length between 5nt and 12nt. We have provided a
simplified analytical model to predict RNA oligonucleotide
binding kinetics and validated a Markov-chain model for
the description of complete binding trajectories. Our anal-
ysis shows that RNA annealing is generally limited by the
formation of just two in-register base pairs in the context of
a nucleation-zipper model. Following this result, two base
pairs constitute a nucleation site with a high probability of
progressing to complete annealing via a fast zippering pro-
cess. For relatively long oligonucleotides with a high CG
content, stochastic simulations show that off-register tra-
jectories become available, with a zippering timescale dom-
inated by the realignment of the two strands. We find that
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Figure 8. Examples of time traces for the evolution of ASBL in complex mixtures of competing oligonucleotides (black) compared with predictions from
our modeling (shaded area). The measured signal is coming from the species ASBL and disappears when the solution is composed only by ASBS and ALBL
following the pathways depicted on the right. For each pathway the relative contribution to equilibration is given as a percentage of ALBL produced after
the initial rapid hybridization. Concentrations of AS, AL, BS and BL sequences used in each experiment are specified in every panel, with the color code for
each strand matching the corresponding sketches on the right. Numbers in red next to each reaction arrow specify the corresponding instantaneous rates in
units of nM/min, calculated right after the initial duplexes are established through the rapid hybridization of the free single stranded RNA (typically a few
seconds after mixing). Shaded areas enclose trajectories calculated by resampling the kinetic parameters within their estimated confidence intervals and are
drawn to envelope density probabilities equal to 95%, 90%, 60% and 20% of overlapping the real trajectory. Sequences used are specified in Supplementary
Data 9.
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our model is consistent with a single collision rate, support-
ing the hypothesis of Wetmur and Davidson (38) that any
specific nucleation event will occur at a rate that is indepen-
dent of the length of the oligonucleotide for short oligonu-
cleotides (<100nt). For relatively short RNA strands the
hybridization rate should increase with length because the
number of in-register nucleation sites is proportional to
length; thus kon should grow at least in a linear fashion with
oligonucleotide length. This dependence may even be super-
linear if off-register nucleation sites become available, as dis-
cussed in our study of hybridization mechanisms. However,
as lengths increase further (Wetmur and Davidson predict
the threshold to be at ∼100 bp) the annealing rate is ex-
pected to grow only as the square root of the length due to
additional interactions such as excluded volume effects that
modify the accessibility of the contact sites. The increasing
likelihood of secondary structures forming in longer single
strands may also limit the annealing rate, although such ef-
fects are sequence dependent and difficult to predict. For
this reason, we have dealt exclusively with oligonucleotides
short enough that their secondary structure could be mini-
mized by design.

Interestingly, although a sharp drop in hybridization rate
for oligonucleotides with fewer than seven consecutive com-
plementary nucleotides has been observed for both RNA
and DNA, leading to the formulation of the so-called ‘rule
of seven’ (1), we do not observe a discontinuity in on-rates
vs. length at a length of 7, suggesting that a more compli-
cated mismatch-dependent phenomenon might be at play in
the work by Cisse and colleagues.

Our model is in agreement with the results of Rejali et al.
(29) who showed that a NN-based prediction of kon is un-
successful. With the aim of providing a predictive algo-
rithm for the hybridization kinetics of short RNA oligonu-
cleotides, we have shown that it is possible to calculate reli-
able kon values using Equations ((7)) and ((8)) as a func-
tion of length (N) and CG content, two parameters that
are easily determined. With these kon parameters in hand,
we could compute the dissociation rate or koff of short du-
plexes from the free energy of binding, calculated using
the nearest-neighbor model for RNA. This step is critically
dependent on the accuracy of the calculated �G, and we
found that NUPACK predicted the experimentally mea-
sured values with reasonable accuracy. We find a clear de-
pendence of koff on oligonucleotide length and �G in agree-
ment with existing literature (27,29,31,43), and we could
model this dependence by relating the dissociation to the
activation energy contribution coming from each A–U and
C–G pair, in a similar fashion to that of Rejali et al. (29)
This approach provides a way to quickly estimate dissocia-
tion kinetics for arbitrary sequences of short RNA oligonu-
cleotides with negligible secondary structure, bypassing the
tedious calculation of free energies of binding. As expected
koff for progressively longer RNA duplexes quickly reaches
extremely long timescales, making equilibration of complex
mixtures unlikely without thermal annealing or some other
non-equilibrium relaxation phenomena.

To begin to explore the equilibration time-scales of more
complex mixtures of oligoribonucleotides, we first explored
strand displacement in RNA duplexes. Our experimental
results are in agreement with the coarse-grained simula-

tions of Šulc et al. (49) As previously shown for DNA, we
also find that this process is controlled by the binding en-
ergy of the invading strand for the template toehold and
we have determined a strand displacement rate kdispl, equal
to ks·KA, with a best fit of ks = 8.9 s–1 for toeholds hav-
ing �G < 7 kcal/mol. Values of the same parameter mea-
sured for DNA range from 0.7 s–1 to 7 s–1 (48). Compared
to strand displacement in DNA, where the rate plateaus at
values close to kon for a toehold length of ≈6 nt, the RNA
strand displacement rate in our study approaches limiting
values of ≈3 × 106 M–1s–1 using a toehold of 4 nt (when the
CG content of the toehold is ≈0.5) due to its stronger base
pairing. This observation implies that equilibration pro-
cesses in complex RNA systems will be generally faster than
analogous DNA systems if they are dominated by strand
displacement. For a more detailed analysis of strand dis-
placement, branch migration can be modeled as a process
with a unimolecular rate ks that can be decomposed using
the Gambler’s Ruin analysis as equal to kmig·N–2 (68), where
kmig is the first-order rate for one elementary branch mi-
gration step and N is the length of the duplex region being
displaced by branch migration. According to Zhang et al.
(48) kmig in DNA at 1 M NaCl is ≈400 s–1. For our data,
we obtain kmig equal to ≈565 s–1, confirming that branch
migration occurs at a similar rate for RNA.

Altogether, in this work we have provided a framework
for the prediction of the hybridization kinetics of short olig-
oribonucleotides, and we have addressed the challenge of
predicting the time-course evolution of mixtures of com-
peting oligoribonucleotides. We have shown that our ap-
proach can be used to compute the evolution of equilibrat-
ing solutions containing multiple RNA sequences, which
is ultimately dependent on two competing pathways of di-
rect hybridization and strand displacement. While we could
rule out the role of four-way strand exchange in our case
studies, we can speculate here whether this pathway is go-
ing to be relevant when dealing with longer overhangs, that
would result in an increase of the four-way strand exchange
rate. If we keep the 12nt-long template fixed, we must re-
duce the duplexed stretch to elongate the overhang, and
this will cause a drastic speed up of its koff and reduction
of its lifetime. Using as a reference the branch migration
rates published by Nadine (67) and assuming the ones for
RNA are comparable (as expected following our results for
RNA strand displacement), it is reasonable to expect the
equilibration of two duplexes with a long overhang to be ul-
timately dominated by the first two pathways previously de-
scribed, so that four-way branch migration is effectively al-
ways negligible in mixtures of short RNA oligonucleotides.

By solving a simple system of differential equations, we
could predict the lifetime and concentration of every com-
ponent of the complex mixture, finding that the time re-
quired to anneal two complementary strands can be greatly
extended by increasing the complexity of the system. While
two oligonucleotides typically anneal in a fraction of a sec-
ond, by varying the composition of a mixture of only four
oligonucleotides we could easily manipulate the equilibra-
tion time from minutes up to several hours by creating ki-
netic traps. One important implication of this result is that
complexes that are not expected to exist at equilibrium will
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be present and long-lived when the system initializes in
an out-of-equilibrium state. Surprisingly, we find that such
duplexes can exist for timescales much longer than their
koff-determined lifetimes when their equilibration process
is dominated by the direct hybridization pathway. Follow-
ing this observation, we predict that a system composed
by a large collection of duplexes exposing only short toe-
holds will undergo an exceptionally long equilibration pro-
cess. This finding is particularly relevant in the context of
models for the nonenzymatic replication of genetic infor-
mation, which is believed to be driven by chemical reactions
occurring in highly heterogeneous and complex mixtures of
oligoribonucleotides (12,69).

Although slowing down equilibration processes is im-
portant for systems in which metastable duplexes are sub-
strates of interest, a more desirable scenario is one in which
a mixture quickly reaches a target equilibrium state, spend-
ing as little time as possible in unwanted kinetic traps that
could lead to off-target reaction products. Our study sheds
light on the best strategies to speed up equilibration when
annealing is not a viable option, for example when deal-
ing with temperature-sensitive systems containing unstable
species. Generally, a balanced system of the type studied
here can be predicted to equilibrate in less than a minute if
the metastable duplex has a lifetime no longer than ∼1 s.
Given the slow dissociation rate of RNA, even relatively
short RNA duplexes will have a longer lifetime, so that it is
critical for these systems to be designed in such a way that
any metastable duplexes bear long toeholds, and that the
mixtures are prepared with an excess of displacing oligonu-
cleotides to quickly drive the conversion of the metastable
duplexes to the desired configuration

Our work provides the basis for future studies on larger
systems of competing strands, and to the design of systems
with tunable equilibration rates for desired species. We sug-
gest that an extension of the stochastic simulation for hy-
bridization to account for the effect of coaxial stacking and
more complex configurations on the kinetics of annealing,
dissociation and strand displacement (70) will allow this ap-
proach to be extended to the study of complexes composed
of many strands in large interacting networks of oligonu-
cleotides.
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